The effect of an electric field E ʈ parallel to the magnetic field B on particle acceleration in shock waves is studied. With test particle calculations, for which the electromagnetic fields of shock waves are obtained from one-dimensional, fully kinetic, electromagnetic, particle simulations, the motions of relativistic ions, electrons, and positrons are analyzed. In these simulations, the shock speed v sh is taken to be close to c cos , where is the angle between the external magnetic field and wave normal, and thus strong particle acceleration takes place. Test particle motions calculated in two different methods are compared: In the first method the total electric field E is used in the equation of motion, while in the second method E ʈ is omitted. The comparison confirms that in the acceleration of relativistic ions E ʈ is unimportant for high-energy particles. For the acceleration of electrons and positrons, however, E ʈ is essential.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ideal magnetohydrodynamics ͑MHD͒ 1-3 assumes perfect conductivity, E + v ϫ B / c = 0, and it was generally thought that the electric field parallel to the magnetic field, E ʈ = ͑E · B͒ / B, is quite weak in MHD phenomena in hightemperature plasmas. Recently, however, E ʈ in nonlinear magnetosonic waves has been analytically obtained and observed with electromagnetic particle simulations, 4 which shows that E ʈ can be strong and the magnitude of the integral of E ʈ along the magnetic field ͑parallel pseudopotential͒, F =−͐E ʈ ds, is eF ϳ͑m i v A 2 + ⌫ e T e ͒⑀ in shock waves, where m i is the ion mass, v A is the Alfvén speed, ⌫ e is the specific heat ratio of electrons, T e is the electron temperature, and ⑀ is the amplitude of the shock wave.
The parallel electric field appears in the theories of particle acceleration in shock waves in several different ways; for instance, in the positron acceleration parallel to the magnetic field, 5 the energy increase rate of an accelerated positron is proportional to E ʈ . In the electron acceleration discussed in Ref. 6 , the energization and trapping is triggered by the reflection near the end of the main pulse of a shock wave; the reflection can take place when F becomes small there. In contrast, in the theory of incessant acceleration of relativistic ions, 7 the parallel electric field was ignored.
In this paper, we revisit these mechanisms. Bearing the recent work on the parallel electric field 4 in mind, we focus on the effect of E ʈ on particle motions.
First, in Sec. II, we examine the validity of the approximation ignoring E ʈ in the theoretical analysis of relativistic ions. We outline the theory of the incessant acceleration of relativistic ions and discuss the contribution of E ʈ . This mechanism works when the shock speed v sh is close to c cos , where is the angle between the external magnetic field B 0 and the wave normal. ͑The Alfvén Mach number is about 5 for the parameters m i / m e = 1836, cos ϳ 0.1, and gyro-to-plasma frequency ratio ͉⍀ e ͉ / pe = 1.͒ We then perform test particle simulations; that is, we carry out a onedimensional, fully kinetic, electromagnetic simulation, and then using these electric and magnetic fields and assuming stationary wave propagation, we follow the trajectories of test particles. We calculate test particle orbits in two different ways. In the first method, we integrate the equation of motion with use of total electric field E, while in the second method we use the electric field that is perpendicular to the magnetic field, E Ќ = E − ͑E · B͒B / B 2 ; i.e., we omit E ʈ from E in the equation of motion. Comparison of the test particle motions calculated in these two methods shows that the accuracy of the approximation ignoring E ʈ increases with increasing particle energy, indicating that the previous theoretical treatment 7 is valid. Next, in Sec. III, we investigate electron and positron motions. The gyroradii of these light particles are usually smaller than the width of the shock transition region, and their cross-field motions are well approximated by the E ϫ B drift ͑for the structure of nonlinear magnetosonic waves, see Refs. 8-14͒. Since the velocity parallel to the magnetic field, v ʈ , is in many cases higher than the E ϫ B drift velocity, the length ͐v ʈ dt of the light particles in the shock transition region is much greater than the width of the transition region unless the angle is small. The work done by the parallel electric field, ͐qE ʈ v ʈ dt, can thus be quite large in magnitude for the light particles. The parallel electric field therefore tends to have much greater effect on the light particles than on the ions.
We follow test electrons and positrons whose initial kinetic energies are of thermal level. Here, we do not assume the stationarity of shock propagation; the electromagnetic fields used for the test particles are exactly the same as the fields obtained in the particle simulation. We consider the case with v sh ϳ c cos again, in which electrons and positrons can be strongly accelerated, 5, 6 and calculate test particle orbits by using the total electric field E and by the perpendicular electric field E Ќ . In the calculations with E Ќ , neither the electron acceleration 6 nor the positron acceleration 5 was observed. In Sec. IV, we summarize our work.
II. RELATIVISTIC IONS

A. Considerations on the effect of parallel electric field
Nonthermal energetic particles with their speeds v higher than the shock speed v sh can move back and forth between the upstream and shock regions in association with their gyromotion. They gain energy from the transverse electric field when they are in the shock wave. If the shock speed v sh is close to c cos , relativistic particles with v ϳ c can move with the shock wave for long periods of time and can incessantly repeat this process with their energies going up stepwise. 7 One can analytically obtain the energy increase in such energetic particles by integrating the equation for the momentum p,
͑1͒
along the unperturbed orbit. Provided that an energetic ion enters a shock wave at t = t in and goes out to the upstream region at t = t out ͑see Fig. 1͒ , the increment in p 2 in the period t = t out − t in is given as
where, for definiteness, the shock wave is assumed to propagate in the x direction in an external magnetic field B 0 = B 0 ͑cos , 0 , sin ͒ = ͑B x0 ,0,B z0 ͒ ͑for the details of the calculation, see Ref. 7͒. The quantity ⍀ i is the nonrelativistic ion gyrofrequency; the subscript Ќ and 1, respectively, refer to vector components perpendicular to B and quantities in the shock wave, where the magnetic field is stronger than in the upstream region; hence, for instance, the x component of the momentum may be expressed as p x ͑t͒ = p 1ʈ cos 1 + p 1Ќ sin 1 sin͑−⍀ i1 t / ␥ + ͒ in the shock wave region with the constant in the gyrophase. The parallel electric field can be written as E ʈ = E x cos 1 + E z sin 1 ; the contribution of B y is ignored, which is small compared with B z and B x . Since v sh ϳ c cos , the relation
͑3͒
holds for relativistic particles. We then find the increase in ␥ as
gives the amount of energy that a fast particle gains in one gyroperiod. In the incessant acceleration, which can occur when v sh ϳ c cos , an accelerated particle suffers this energy jump many times in association with its gyromotion. Thus, the time variation in ␥ resembles a stairway. The strength of E y , which is the main part of E Ќ in a large-amplitude magnetosonic wave, E y Ӎ E Ќ , is given as
͑5͒
where
In the previous papers, 7 the effect of E ʈ ͓the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑4͔͒ was ignored.
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of energetic ion orbit. The vertical solid and dotted lines, respectively, show the shock front at t = t in and at t = t out . During the period t = t in to t out , the ion is in the shock wave, which propagates in the x direction in an external magnetic field in the ͑x , z͒ plane.
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The parallel momentum also increases in the gyromotion owing to the sharp rise of the magnetic field strength in the shock transition region. From the equation of motion, we have
If we ignore the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ under the assumption that the parallel electric field is weak, we find the increment in the parallel momentum p 0ʈ measured in the upstream region, ␦p ʈ = p 0ʈ ͑t out ͒ − p 0ʈ ͑t in ͒, as
͑7͒
which is always positive. 7 Because of the increase in v ʈ , particles suffering this acceleration process tend to go away ahead of the shock wave after a few gyroperiods; thus, the acceleration ceases. However, particles can move with the shock wave for long periods of time if v sh ϳ c cos , because even if the energy and momentum continue to increase, the particle speed is bounded by the speed of light c ͑thus, the average particle velocity in the x direction, v ʈ cos , remains to be lower than c cos ͒.
The effect of E ʈ was ignored in the estimate of ␦␥ and ␦p ʈ in the previous work 7 because it was thought that E ʈ was weak in MHD phenomena. Recently, however, it has been recognized that E ʈ is much stronger in shock waves than is expected from the ideal MHD theory, in which E ʈ = 0. The magnitude of the parallel pseudopotential, F =−͐E ʈ ds, is found to be
for shock waves, and the parallel electric field is
where c se = ͑⌫ e T e / m i ͒ 1/2 . 4 Comparison of Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑9͒
The above discussion suggests that the accuracy of the approximation ignoring the parallel electric field should be better for higher energy particles. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑4͒, which represents the effect of E ʈ , should become less important as ␥ rises because p 1Ќ in the first term is proportional to ␥. This is also the case with the right-hand side of Eq. ͑6͒: the magnitude of the first term increases with increasing ␥, while the second term ͑q i E · B͒ is independent of ␥.
B. Test particle simulations for relativistic ions
Here, we investigate test particle orbits of energetic ions that encounter a shock wave. To do this, we first carry out a shock wave simulation with a one-dimensional, fully kinetic, electromagnetic particle code, 16, 17 and obtain the data of the electric and magnetic fields of the shock wave. Then, assuming that the shock wave propagates steadily, we follow test particle orbits of energetic ions using these field data.
To examine the effect of the parallel electric field, we compute test particle orbits in two different ways. In the first method, we integrate the normal relativistic equation of motion, dp dt
while in the second method we use the perpendicular electric field E Ќ in the equation of motion, dp dt
We then compare the motions obtained by these two methods.
We take the following parameters for particle simulations. The ion-to-electron mass ratio is m i / m e = 400; the speed of light is c / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 10, where ⌬ g is the grid spacing; the strength of the external magnetic field is ͉⍀ e ͉ / pe = 3.1 with B 0 = B 0 ͑cos , 0 , sin ͒ with = 60°. The Alfvén speed is thus v A / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 1.55. We use the bounded plasma model; 18 the total grid size is L = 16 384⌬ g , and the plasma particles are confined in the region 400⌬ g Ͻ x Ͻ 15984⌬ g , being specularly reflected at these boundaries. Figure 2 shows the profiles of the electric and magnetic fields of a shock wave obtained from a particle simulation. The shock wave propagates in the x direction with a speed v sh = 3.2v A . The profiles shown in Fig. 2 are the ones averaged over time. That is, from a shock simulation, we measure the shock speed v sh . Then, we take the sum of the field data at times t j ͑j =1,2,¯, n͒ as, for instance,
Using these time-averaged field data, we calculate test particle orbits. The test particles are initially in the upstream region with the momentum distribution function
where N is the number of test particles, and p 0 is related to the initial Lorentz factor through
The gyroradius of an energetic ion is quite large. In the present parameters, it is ϳ5.2ϫ 10 4 ⌬ g for ␥ = 40, which is much greater than the size of the bounded plasma model, 400⌬ g Ͻ x Ͻ 15 984⌬ g . The fields outside this region are set to be constant, E = 0 and B = ͑B x0 ,0,B z0 ͒, in the test ion calculations.
The upper panel of Fig. 3 compares the time variations in the positions ͑x − v sh t͒ of an incessantly accelerated energetic ion with an initial energy ␥ 0 = 40. The solid and dotted lines, respectively, represent the positions that have been obtained with use of the total electric field, Eq. ͑10͒, and the positions obtained with use of the perpendicular electric field, Eq. ͑11͒; after the encounter with the shock wave, this particle moves with the shock wave crossing the shock tran-
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The effect of parallel electric field in shock waves… Phys. Plasmas 16, 112308 ͑2009͒ sition region 14 times and hence suffering energy jumps seven times. We do not find much difference between these two motions, which indicates that the parallel electric field is unimportant in the motion of energetic ions, as suggested in Refs. 7. The lower panel shows the Lorentz factors calculated in these two manners. The two Lorentz factors exhibit quite similar behavior, and their difference ␥ − ␥ Ќ , where ␥ Ќ is the Lorentz factor obtained from E Ќ , is quite small; ͑␥ − ␥ Ќ ͒ / ␥ = 1.4ϫ 10 −2 immediately after the seventh jump. Figure 4 shows the time variations in the fields E Ќ , E ʈ , and B z that this particle felt. The time variations reflect the fact that strong E Ќ and B z exist in the shock wave, while E ʈ is weaker than them and appreciable only in the shock transition region. The energetic particles thus feel E ʈ for only short periods of time, which also makes the effect of E ʈ on energetic particles weak. Figure 5 shows the time variations in the positions and Lorentz factors of a particle with a lower initial energy ␥ 0 = 5. The solid and dotted lines exhibit similar profiles also in this case. Their difference is, however, slightly greater than the previous case with ␥ 0 = 40; the ratio ͑␥ − ␥ Ќ ͒ / ␥ is 5.9 ϫ 10 −2 immediately after the seventh jump, which is four times as large as that for ␥ 0 = 40. This is consistent with the prediction that the effect of E ʈ becomes less important ͑thus, the accuracy of the theory ignoring E ʈ is improved͒ as ␥ increases.
Next, we discuss statistical data of 30 000 test particles. Some particles do not experience energy jumps. Particles with v ʈ cos Ͼ v sh move faster in the x direction than the shock wave; thus, they do not encounter it if they are initially in the far upstream region. The number of such particles is 
rather small: For the case with ␥ 0 = 40 calculated with E, it was 308. Particles with v ʈ cos Ͻ v sh encounter the shock wave. A significant fraction of these particles cross the shock transition region only once; they do not return to the upstream region after entering the shock wave. The number of such particles was about 28 000 for ␥ 0 = 40 with E. These two types of particles do not experience energy jumps. Figure 6 shows the number of particles N k that have suffered the energy jumps k times or more; the shaded and white columns represent N k calculated with E and with E Ќ , respectively. In this example, E and E Ќ give nearly the same N k , and N k rapidly decreases as k varies from 0 to 2 ͑N 2 / N 0 = 0.013͒ while for k Ն 2 its variation is rather slow. We now examine the energy dependence of the difference ␥ − ␥ Ќ averaged over test particles. Let ͗␥͑k͒͘ designate the average Lorentz factor of particles immediately after having suffered the kth energy jump:
Then, we compare the average energies ͗␥͑k͒͘ and ͗␥ Ќ ͑k͒͘. Figure 7 shows the ratio ͗␥͑k͒ − ␥ Ќ ͑k͒͘ / ͗␥͑k͒͘ as a function of the initial energy ␥ 0 . The values of the six lines, which represent the cases with k = 2 , 3 , . . . 7, decrease with ␥ 0 , indicating that the effect of E ʈ becomes less important with increasing particle energy. For ␥ 0 = 40, the ratio is quite small, ͗␥͑k͒ − ␥ Ќ ͑k͒͘ / ͗␥͑k͒͘ Շ 0.012.
III. ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS
The gyroradii of thermal electrons and positrons are usually much smaller than the width of the shock transition region ͑for the studies of plasmas containing positrons, see, for instance, Refs. 19-26 and references therein͒. The E ϫ B drift is thus a good approximation for both of them. With regard to the motion along the magnetic field, E ʈ will have much stronger effect on these light particles than on the ions. The parallel velocity v ʈ of the light particles are in many cases higher than the E ϫ B drift velocity. They therefore move a long way along the magnetic field when crossing the shock transition region. ͑For the energetic ions discussed in Sec. II, cross-field motions were important.͒ In fact, the integral ͐v ʈ dt of the light particles passing through the shock transition region should be ϳv ʈ / v sh times as long as the width of the transition region, ϳc / pi , if v ʈ B x0 / B Ͻ v sh ; the particle will pass through the shock transition region in a 
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The effect of parallel electric field in shock waves… Phys. Plasmas 16, 112308 ͑2009͒ time ϳ͑c / pi ͒ / v sh in this case. ͓If v ʈ B x0 / B Ͼ v sh , then ͐v ʈ dt ϳ͑B / B x0 ͒͑c / pi ͒.͔ The work done by the parallel electric field, ͐qE ʈ v ʈ dt, on the light particles would thus become much greater than that on the ions. Furthermore, E ʈ pushes the positrons in the direction opposite to that of the electrons; it acts to reflect positrons along the magnetic field from the shock transition region where the parallel pseudopotential F rises, while E ʈ acts to pull electrons into the shock wave. Comparison of positron and electron motions will therefore clearly show the effect of E ʈ .
With these considerations in mind, we study the effect of E ʈ , comparing the motions of these two particle species in shock waves. As in Sec. II, we consider shock waves with v sh ϳ c cos , for which there are important acceleration mechanisms for electrons and for positrons. 5, 6 That is, some electrons are reflected near the end of the main pulse region of a shock wave and then accelerated and trapped in the main pulse region. Positrons can be accelerated along the magnetic field with the energy increase rate
where ⍀ p0 is the nonrelativistic positron gyrofrequency in the upstream region.
A. Particle simulations with test particles
We carry out one-dimensional, fully kinetic, electromagnetic particle simulations for a plasma consisting of ions, electrons, and positrons with the positron-to-electron density ratio n p0 / n e0 = 0.02; other plasma parameters for the particle simulations are the same as those in Sec. II B. In addition to these plasma particles, we initially put a bunch of test positrons and electrons at some location in the upstream region with the momentum distribution function ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒. Their initial kinetic energy is thermal level; ␥ 0 = 1.0037
/ ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 0.86͔. These test particles move according to the fields created by the plasma particles. The charges and currents of the test particles, however, do not affect the plasma behavior. This simulation differs from the ones in Sec. II B in that the shock wave in the test particle calculation is not assumed to be stationary: as the plasma particles, they feel the fields that vary with time and space and are confined in the simulation box of the bounded plasma model. We can perform this type of test particle calculations because the positrons and electrons are much lighter than the ions; thus, the simulation time is much shorter. As in Sec. II B, we calculate test particle trajectories in two ways; i.e., with use of E and with E Ќ . Figure 8 shows the profiles of B z and phase spaces ͑x , ␥͒ of test electrons for a shock wave with a propagation speed v sh / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 4.7, which is close to the value c cos / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 5. By this time ͑ pe t = 2000͒, all the test particles have entered the shock wave from the upstream region. In the upper panel, in which the total electric field E was used to calculate test particle motions, some electrons have been trapped and are near the shock front with ultrarelativistic energies ␥ ϳ 100, while in the lower panel, in which E Ќ was used, we do not find very high-energy electrons. This is because, in the absence of E ʈ , particle reflection caused by the dip of the parallel pseudopotential F in the end of the main pulse region does not occur. ͑In the lower panel, there are a few particles with ␥ ϳ 60. This energization mechanism is different from the one in the upper panel and is described below in Fig. 11 .͒ Figure 9 shows two electron orbits in the ͑x − v sh t , y͒ plane; even though the initial positions and velocities of these test particles are exactly the same, the particle calculated with E ͑thick line͒ is reflected near the end of the main pulse of the shock wave and trapped in the main pulse region, while the particle calculated with E Ќ ͑thin line͒ passes through this region without strong interactions with the shock wave. Figure 10 displays the time variations in the positions ͑x − v sh t , y , z͒ and Lorentz factors ␥ of these electrons. The quantity ͑x − v sh t͒ of the accelerated electron ͑thick line͒ stops decreasing when it is reflected at pe t = 630, and ͑x − v sh t͒, y, and ␥ begin to oscillate with a period pe t ϳ 1100, which is much longer than the relativistic gyroperiod with pe t Շ 40. Figures 9 and 10 
Electron motion
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depicted by the thick lines was accelerated by the mechanism discussed in Ref. 6 and that this acceleration does not take place if E Ќ is used in the calculations. Figure 11 shows the case in which the shock speed ͓v sh / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 4.3͔ is slightly lower than the previous one; and thus the difference ͑c cos − v sh ͒ is larger. There are a significant number of high-energy electrons in the lower panel ͑calculated with E Ќ ͒ as well as in the upper panel ͑calculated with E͒. The acceleration mechanism in the upper panel is the same as that in the upper panel of Fig. 8 , while the energization in the lower panel is due to the − ٌ B force, where is the magnetic moment. This force acts to reflect particles from the shock front to the upstream region because the magnetic pressure is much higher in the shock wave than in the upstream region, while the parallel electric field acts to pull electrons into the shock wave from the upstream region. If there is no parallel electric field, therefore, electron reflection is enhanced. We thus have highenergy electrons in the lower panel of Fig. 11 . ͑Since the shock speed is lower in Fig. 11 than in Fig. 8 , electron reflection is easier to occur.͒ Figure 12 shows the orbit in the ͑x − v sh t , y͒ plane of an electron calculated with E Ќ , and Fig. 13 displays the time variations in the position and energy of this particle. This particle continues to gyrate in the shock transition region, with its guiding center slowly moving along the shock front and its energy going up. It is noted, however, that if the total E is used in the calculations, this type of acceleration rarely occurs in thermal electrons. Figure 14 shows the profiles of B z and phase spaces ͑x , ␥͒ of test positrons at pe t = 2000 for a shock wave with v sh / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 4.7. The upper panel ͑calculated with E͒ indicates that most of the positrons stay near the shock front after meeting the shock wave and some of them have been accelerated to energies ␥ ϳ 300, while the lower panel ͑calculated with E Ќ ͒ shows that all the positrons have moved or are moving to the downstream region with their ␥'s being low. We thus clearly see that the parallel electric field plays an essential role in the positron motions. The acceleration mechanism in the upper panel is the one studied in Ref. 5 , in which the energy increase rate ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒, which is proportional to E ʈ , was given. Figure 15 shows the case in which the shock propagation speed is slightly lower, v sh / ͑ pe ⌬ g ͒ = 4. 
Positron motion
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The effect of parallel electric field in shock waves… Phys. Plasmas 16, 112308 ͑2009͒ shock wave. These two points are due to the fact that the shock speed is lower. In the lower panel ͑calculated with E Ќ ͒, we find some positrons near the shock front. Their maximum energy is comparable to that of the electrons in the lower panel of Fig. 11 . As those electrons, positrons can be pushed forward by the − ٌ B force in the absence of the parallel electric field. Finally, we note that the initial energies of the above test electrons and positrons were thermal level. If their initial energies are so high that their gyroradii are greater than the shock width, the acceleration process observed in relativistic ions, in which E Ќ is more important than E ʈ , could occur.
IV. SUMMARY
We have studied the effect of the electric field parallel to the magnetic field, E ʈ , on particle motions in shock waves by using computer simulations. This work was motivated by the recent discovery that E ʈ can be quite strong in nonlinear magnetosonic waves. 4 Specifically, we have examined the motions of relativistic ions, electrons, and positrons for the case v sh ϳ c cos , for which strong acceleration mechanisms operate.
In the previous theoretical analysis 7 of the acceleration of relativistic ions that have speeds higher than v sh and gyroradii far exceeding the width of the shock transition region, After the encounter with the shock wave, this particle moves along the shock front, keeping the gyration. Fig. 12 . The Lorentz factor ␥ increases after this particle met the shock wave at pe t = 810.
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Phys. Plasmas 16, 112308 ͑2009͒ the parallel electric field was ignored. Here, we have numerically discussed the validity of the theoretical treatment ignoring E ʈ ; i.e., we have carried out shock simulations with a fully kinetic, electromagnetic, particle code, and then using these electromagnetic data and assuming stationary wave propagation, we have followed the trajectories of test particles ͑relativistic ions͒ coming from the upstream region. In calculating the orbits, we have used two methods: In the first method we have used the total electric field E in the equation of motion for the test particles, while in the second method we have used the perpendicular electric field E Ќ . By comparing the results of these two methods, we have evaluated the effect of E ʈ and confirmed that the approximation ignoring E ʈ is valid when the particle energy ␥ is sufficiently high. In contrast to the energetic ions, the parallel electric field has strong effect on electrons and positrons. We have performed fully kinetic, electromagnetic, particle simulations for a three-component plasma consisting of ions, electrons, and low-density positrons with n p0 / n e0 = 0.02. In these simulations, we have also calculated the motions of test electrons and positrons, which do not affect the plasma behavior; again, for one test particle group, we used the total electric field E in the equation of motion, and for the other, we used the perpendicular electric field E Ќ . The initial energies of the test particles were taken to be thermal level. It has been demonstrated that the electron acceleration studied in Ref. 6 , in which the formation of the dip of the parallel pseudopotential F triggers the trapping and acceleration, does not occur in the test electrons calculated with E Ќ . It has also been shown that the positron acceleration studied in Ref. 5 does not occur in the absence of E ʈ . In addition, the test particle calculations with E Ќ enabled us to see the effects that are usually masked by the strong effect of E ʈ , deepening our understanding of particle motions. 
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